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CLR JAMES ON BLACK LIBERATION
C.L.R. James, prominent black author, historian and
long-time leader in the struggle for the liberation of black
people, spoke on the Oakland campus last Monday. His
talk was a general historical analysis on an international level, pointing out how the present movement for
black liberation in this country is the logical outcome
of a consistent and progressive world-wide movement.
"American black people can't fail to do what their
ancestors have now done in the rest of the world," he
maintained. Mr. James expressed confidence that someday all oppressed people would be able to gain their freedom. "When a population says "NO", a government can't
force its will on them," he concluded.
The following is an interview with C.L.R. James
conducted by Observer Editors Mike Honey and Norm
Harper. The interview took place just preceding Mr.
James' talk.
situation in which they are
nuestions:"What are your
placed bythepresent socimpressions of the preial system in the United
sent state of the Black
States, and they will do
Liberation Movement in
ANYTHING which is rethe United States?"
quisite to get themselves
Jame s: "The black moveout.
"I find that an amazing
ment in the United States,
and remarkable occurfrom what I have seen of
ance. I was here in the
it, is quite beyond anyU.S. in '67, I was here
thing that I have read or
in 1960---and I didn't feel
Imagined. I am reading a
that such a thing would be
man called Hewey
possible. America in '68
Newton, in books and in a
is prof oundlydifferent
journal called Ramparts.
than the America I saw in
---They use a lot of words
'67. And from what I saw
that I have never used and
in '60--!!"
will not use in public; but
I suppose they have their
Questions: "How do you
reasons. But they are
see the Movement in the
something new in the
U.S. relating to the libworld that I know. They
eration movements
are obviously people who
abroad?"
are determined that they
James: "I believe that
are going to get out of this

among young people here
and abroad there is a general feeling that the present regime has NOTHING TO OFFER, and unless they are simply going to wallow in a sea of
drugs and general illicit
behavior, they have to do
something about it. The
Negro movement, in my
opinion, is part of „
that.

C.L.R. James

I read Huey Newton
and I read what they are
doing I feel that they are
Americans and part of the
United States, and I notice also that the white
American youth is not too
far from them.
The thing that matters
most, the fundamental
characteristic of all the
movements for liberation
is that they are AGAINST
THE EXISTING REGIME.
They have no respect or

NIGERIA- BIAFRA; POLITICAL HISTORY

consideration what ever
for it. That is a matter
on which they are unified.
Where they will go from
there--it depends.
I seems to me that in
America it depends on,
it centers on, Vietnam.
The movement of the
white youth has been very
effective. After the biggest majority which had
been won in any presidential election, Johnson
couldn't face the public
a second time. That is
due to the anti-war sentiment which the youth has
been consistently prominent in promoting.
In France the youth
wasn't motivated by antiwar feelings, they were
anti the government. And
the Negroes are not antiwhite: they are anti the
police. Stokely insists
that there is no fighting
between blacks and whites
in the United States. He
says what you read is
about the black community f i ghting against
the police, or against
those merchants who rob
them. They don't fight
white people as such.
I thing it is this antiestablishment sentiment
which unites people
everywhere. What theydo
in the United States they
don't exactly do in
France. But I think that
the movement is much

ed in its pristine condition. As a consequence
the North became the last
region to have access to
a Western type education.
This came about because
the principal agents of
this education were Christian missionaries who
represented a threat to
the established hierar thy
in the North.

Ed. Note: This is the first of a two part series giving they proved to be very
able competitors, an ima political history of the events in Nigeria leading up
to the present civil war. The articles were written portant seed of national
by Mr. Arthur Wild of the Dept. of Political Science, discord was sown.
Another significant
whose specialty is African Politics.
factor
in the accentuation
of
overthrow
to
led
have
Any understanding of
of cultural divisiveness
Fulani rule.
Nigerian politics must be
in Nigeria was the British
In the West the prinbased upon an appreciacipal group has been the
tion of the underlying diYoruba. This area was
versity in culture, langcomparatively closely
The Newman Association in cooperation with an ad hoc
uage, geography and colknit due, in part, to tragroup, Students for UNICEF, has initiated a program of a
onial experience. In an
ditional forms of organistudent fast to aid those starving as a result of the Nigeria
area about one-tenth the
Biafra civil war.
size of the United States, zation and it developed a
Nigeria encompasses 55 type of cultural national(The International Red Cross estimates that over 6,000
million people divided in- ism even before the
deaths per day have occured in Nigeria /Biafra due to star—
1940's.
to nine major language
vation.)
Eastern Nigeria congroups and 240 lesser
The fast is now scheduled for Tuesday, November 26.
tribal
of
ones. There are three tained a number
students who give the University advanced notice
Dorm
groups but was clearly
tribes of particular imwill be able to skip their evening meal and the cost of the
the
of
under
the
influence
portance because they
meal will go to feed those who are now starving. Tables
Ibo people. This section
have tended to dominate
will be set up outside each cafeteria on Monday and Tues—
one
of
was
of
country
the
this vast collection of
day of this week, so interested students can sign up for
the least productive agripeoples.
the fast.
culturally and at the same
CULTURAL DISCORD
time was the most denCommuters can also participate by donating the price
In the North, the most
sely populated. This comof one meal.
culturally heterogeneous
bination of factors when
of the regions, a kind of
In addition, the precolonial policy. British
limited integration has linked with the Ibo's culturally
imbedded
admini s t r ative control
sence of British authority
been provided by broad
achi evement orientation
In the North and West
over Nigeria happened to
attachment to the Musacted to push them out
meant that Ibo immievolve in such a way that
lim religion and through
i nternal administratives
grants could effectively
the exercise of political from their own area into
boundaries were drawn
refuse any cultural assicontrol by a single group, the urban centers of the
West and North in search
to coincide roughly with
milation which might
the Fulani. The Fulani inthe areas of the Ibo, Yorof sustenance and satisotherwise have been forfluence had the effect of
uba, and Fulani influence.
ced on them, as this kind
faction. As a result the
encouraging deference to
Ibo were brought into
British policy dictated,
of compulsion ran counter
authority among subjects
further, that the Muslim
to British values. Finally,
close contact and compeand of discouraging the
North, under Fulani conthe British infatuation
tition with the peoples of
freedom of speech and
trol, was to be maintainwith the maintenance of
the other areas, and since
association that might

STUDENT FAST

the same."
Questions: "Do you see
any prominent theoretical
trends that this will culminate in any kind of ideology, or do you see this
as basically a non-ideological movement?"
,James: "I don't see any,
I don't expect any. They
are simple responding to
the way things are. I have
written to Stokely and I
told him I listened to
your speech and it looics
to me like the Negro
movement began yesterday and you are talking
about it today. It is devoid of a sense of historical development, and
I told him he should see
about that. But that there
should be any unifi e d ideological movement, something like the
Third International.--I do
not think it will take place
and I don't see any need
for it."
Questions:"Eugept Genovese mentioned when he
Was here several weeks
ago the difficulty an artist encounters in attempting to create and exist
outside of the political
sphere, particularly today, when the atmosphere
is so political. It seems
to me that an artist who
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

cultu ral distinctiveness
resulted in a strongcommitment to a governmental structure of the federal type as a vehicle
for their transfer of power to the Nigerian people in the pertod following World War II.
A FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
When a federal government was established in
1954, it was comprised
of only three states and
one of these, the North,
was larger in area and
population than the other
two combined. The Western region had supported
a federal arrangement, ,
though with a greater
number of participating
states. The North had
backed a federal system
also, but one with almost
total regional autonomy.
The East had been interested in a unitary government for the whole
c ou ntr y, but compromised to accept federalism. The great disparity
in power in this system
of government served as
a continuing source of antagonism and instability
through its rather brief
existence.
POLITICAL PARTIES
EMERGE
Political parties emerged on a regional basis.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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New Miss Oakland to be Selected this Weekend
Thursday at 5:30, the 1969 Miss O.U. Pageant judges began their pleasant responsibility of interviewing
and selecting Oakland's New Queen. This selection
continues tonight in the Sports and Recreation Bldg.
where at 7:30 the Grand Parade of Candidates will proceed with formal gown, talent, and finally swimsuit
competition.
Saturday at 7:30, the Pageant will review the five
finalists in competition and summerize by asking the
contestants two questions - one humorous and one serious. During the final entertainment of the evening, the
judges ballots will be totaled. Miss O.U. 1968, Marsha Guerrein, will crown Oakland's Queen for 1969.
Our new Queen, receiving savings bond and roses, will
reign over the year's social activities.
Donna Jean Cowles

Judity Claar Butcher

Carolyn Kay Auten

Kerni Lee Gill

Darrillyn Jones

Vida Reklys

Pearl Louise Franklin

Gilda Noreen Morrison

F
Patricia Susan Bogucki

Jane Louise Butzbach

Darlene Ann Gordon

_

Doris Nachwostach

Dana Lynne Quell

our nag
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Soc. Dept. Drops Requirements
Mike Ferency
The Sociology and Anthropology Department
has proposed to the Cornmittee on Instruction of
the College of Arts and
Sciences changes in the
requirements for majors
offered by the department.
If the proposals are
accepted, required
courses for the completion of majors will be
abolished. C.W. Smith,
Acting Chairman of the
Department, said that the
objective of the proposals
is to "emancipate students from the restraints
of curriculum. They
would allow the individual
student to decide what is
relevant in his course
of study." The Department would provide
counseling for the students to insure their competence for graduate
study. Courses needed for
graduate study will be recommended.
The proposed changes
have to pass through various channels. Changes
in course requirements
have to be considered by
Committee on Inthe
struction of the College
of Arts and Sciences.
Changes in Major programs have to be approved by the Assembly of the College of
Arts and Sciences. Any
new courses of study
will have to be approved by the UniverSenate and the
sity

DRUM
Danee
A group of Oakland
faculty members and students are organizing
themselves into a Committee to Support D.R.
U.M. A primary purpose
of the Committee is fundraising. Money is needed
by D.R.U.M. in two critical areas. The first is
the support of 86 DRUM
members and their families who were fired by
the Chrysler Corporation
for political activity. Secondly, funds to meet D.R.
U.M.'s organizational
needs of providing information and legal counsel
to its members must be
raised.
D.R.U.M., the Dodge
Revolutionary Union
Movement, is an organization of Black workers
created to fight the racist practices of the Chrysler Corp. and the UAW.
The main impetus for organizing D.R.U.M. originates in Chrysler's hiring and promotion practices which confine Black
workers to the dirtiest
and most dangerous
working conditions. The
UAW, in addition topractieing racist discrimination in the operation of
Local #3(Hamtramck Assembly) and Region I, has
refused to deal with the
Dodge situation.
D.R.U.M, aims at destroying these racist practices. Their long-range
goal is a complete and total transformation of society. They see rhat this
will take the ett 'rt of the
whole Black community
as well as other progressive sectors of the rest
of society.
The Committee to Sup-port D.R.U.M, has planned as its first activity
a fund-raising dance to
be held in the Gold Room
Friday, Feb. 14 at 8:01
p.m. Admission will be
'5 per person.

Board of Trustees.
The proposed requirements for the Fall Semester of 1969 will be as
follows: Sociology major
requires 10 courses in
the Department including Introduction 058. Anthropology major requires 10 courses including
An 101 and An 102;
two electives may be in
Sociology. Sociology-Anthropology major requires UC 058 and 4 Soc.
courses plus An 101, An
102 and 3 Anthropology
courses. Sociology-Education major with a minor in History requires
UC 058 and 4 Soc. cour-

ses. Sociology-Education
major without a History
minor requires UC 058
and 2 Soc. courses. Sociology Area Studies major requires UC 058 and
5 Soc. courses.
The Department has
adopted a "Grandfather
clause" which would allow students to graduate
under old programs if
they are unable to meet
the revised requirements. Mr. Smith assures that any conflict
over graduation requirements will be decided with the students
interest given weighted
consideration.
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Tincoopncerned Women'l

Students Assist Officers
Michael Hitchcock
The use of students to assist the Department of
Public Safety in their patrol has now been in effect
for two weeks, and according to director Tom Strong
is working quite well.
The six students act only as assistants and are under
the direct supervision of a regular safety officer. According to one of the student assistants, their primary
duties are checking buildings and writing out student
traffic tickets. The students are responsible for writing
all student tickets while they are on duty; other violations are handled by the regular officer.
Lloyd Collins stated that he and the other students
have also assisted in starting cars, looking for lost
bolts, and traffic control. He sees his job as a service
to the University, including the student body.
Strong stated that while no special training was given
to the students, he was very careful in selecting candidates through personal interviews. The qualities he was
looking for were maturity, involvement, and the willingness to accept the responsibility of the job. Strong plans
to meet with the student aides to review the job and find
out their point of view on their effectiveness. He believes
that two-way communication can improve the public
safety department.
The students are currently working the afternoon and
evening shift but some may later be transferred to the
morning. None of the students work after midnight.

As MSU compromised by restricting only first semester
freshmen hours, Oakland was taking even a larger step
by eliminatig all hours. At MSU, discrimination principles are still in effect. On this campus, the hours will
still be in effect until the administration chooses an
appropriate time to permit the new ruling to go into
effect. At that time, the Women's Judiciary Board will
be eliminated.
Last Thursday, the group of "concerned women" met
again. Their immediate objective is to keep the administration under pressure until the women hours are taken
away in practice as well as on paper. Related questions
that must be considered now are --job discrimination
and whether or not the women students should be required to show their I.D. to get into the dorms.
The women talked about their future plans. Included
is a prospective conference with the Chancellor where
discrimination in student employment will be discussed.
A prospective speaker series was also discussed by the
still-unnamed women's group. They would like to have
an opportunity to listen to women from the business
world and discuss the problems that career-girls have
in the "outside" world. Although the women students
do not wish to become affiliated with the National Liberation Movement, they would like to speak to some of
its members which include Oakland professors' wives.
Pat Smith, chairman of the meetings, said that although
"not a lot was accomplished," the meetings have proved
to be rewarding experiences. She thought that it was
enjoyable to talk to other women in such ‘: free manner.
Future meetings will be primarily focused on providing
a chance for interested women to talk to one another.
In case something does come up in the future, there
Is now an organization available to handle it. Pat added
that their purpose was not to degrade the men, but to
enhance the position of women.

THE

VILLAGE GREEN
CLOTHES FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

Both Strong and Collins feel that an important aspect of the job is improving public relations for the
department. Collins believes that the students react
quite favorably to having students carrying on some
of the public safety work. Strong hopes that the students
relation to their fellow students can improve the image
of the department.

the latest style in pants
body shirts
crepe shirts

European Study Program
EAST LANSING, MICH-Qualified college and university students can continue their education in
Europe this summer in
a series of credit and
non-credit programs offered by Michigan State
University.

MSU instructors-in reside nce will teach the
credit courses under the
auspice§ of
MSU's
Americarr Language and
Education al Center
(AMLEC), assisted by the
European Language and
Educational Centers
(ELEC) staff in London
and university personnel
at the other credit sites.

Credit language programs include French at
University ofthe
Nanterre i n Paris,
France; German at the
Univ ersity of Vienna,
Austria, and Spanish at
the University of Barc el o n a, Spain. All run
for seven weeks.
Other credit courses
include political science
graduate education and
huma nities at London,

England, and political
science and geography at
The Hague, the Netherlands. The educationprogram runs six weeks; the
others, seven weeks.

Students will live in
selected homes or pensions (small hotels in
Paris only), shared with
European students, when
conditions permit, or may
arrange for their own
housing, if desired.
Round-trip transportation is by air. Basic costs
run between $800 and
$900, depending on program choosen.
Students in the credit
language programs must
have two years of coi1 e ge-1
el language
study; one year of college-le'
or two years
of high --hool level language is required for nonr.redit programs. Deadline for enrollments is
May 1,, although early enrollment is advised.
Complete information
can be obtained by contacting AMLEC, 107 Center for International Programs, Michigan State
University, East Lansing,
Mich. 48823, telephone
517/353-8921.

cotton tunics
vests
the accesories that keep you ahead
all new
geometric optic lights
Incense

Burners

Posters

Rings

Wristlets

Necklaces

Bracelets
Piniatas
Hookas from India
Leather & Suede furnishings
210 S. WOODWARD .
BIRMINGHAM
Open 9-6 Daily & 9-9 Friday, Closed Sunday
In the Continental Market, Across from the Birmingham
Show
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Historica Roots of Black Liberation, Con'

through which men and women
and their children could find the
cultural defenses against their
oppressors.
The black community was the
center of life for the slaves. It
gave them, marked off from the
rest of society, an independent
base. The slave did not suffer
from rootlessness - he belonged
to the slave community and even
if he were sold down the river,
would usually be able to find himself in a new community much
like his previous one, in which
there would be people who shared a common destiny and would
help him find a new life.
The slave labored from sunup
to sundown and sometimes beyond. This labor, which dominated part of the slave's existence,
has often been described but never in terms of its relationship
to the slave community nor to
what the slave did from sundowr
to sunup. Under slavery, as under any other social system, the
lowest of the low were not totally dominated by the system and
the master class. They found
ways of alleviating the worst
of the system and at times of
dominating the masters. What
slaves accomplished was the creation of a unified black community in which class differences
within the community, while not
totally eradicated, were much
less significant then the ties
of blackness in a white man's
world.
While slaves were oppressed
and exploited under slavery, they
fought back in a day - by - day
struggle which did not lead directly to liberation, but which
in fact prevented that "infantilization' of personality that many
historians insist took place.
While there was, of course, an
impact upon the slave personality of the institution, "infantilization" hardly describes it.
In fact, what must be seen is
the fact that the result was quite
contradictory. On the one hand,
submissiveness and a sense that
one deserved to be a slave; bt.t
on the other, a great deal of
anger in ways that protected the
personality and had objective results in the improvement of the
slave's situation.
The metaphors of static psychology such as "infantilization'
are most dangerous ones for they
claim too much for conditioning.
In any sc,ciety based upon social
hierarchy, most people at all levels of the society display exreme ambivalence of personality.
This "highest of the high and
lowest of the low" syndrome produces social greatness as well as
social incompetence. Those who
have raised the issue of the "infantilization" of the slave personality do so in connection with
the argument that the Africans
in betty taken to the New World
deculturalized" and that
were
the only culture put in its place
was the white man's culture. On
this basis, no African culture and
no new culture could really matter; thus cultural dependency,
wardship, infantilization. The
black man in the United States,
they argue, had no culture of his
own and was simply a very deprived member of the majority
culture.
The school of slavery historiography is dependent upon the
curious notion that "personality"
and "culture" are like old clothes that can be discarded easily. However, one can never remove culture, although one can
transform it. The ability of man
to learn the simplest tasks is
depencre'nt upon the utilization of
the existing cultural apparatus.
New cultures emerge out of the
older cultures gradually, never
completely destroying the traces
of the past. Even revolutions do
not obliterate past society. In
short, culture is a profoundly
historical reality and not an ahis-

torical abstraction.
The process whereby the African changed in order to meet
the new environment was dependent upon his African culture.
While slavery altered social patterns, it did not wholly obliterate African culture. The Br'er
Rabbit stories of North America
are not as Joel Chandler Harris
imagined them to be. They are
not childlike tales for toddlers.
They contain the insight of a
people and express a most sophisticated view of human fife.
There are a variety of myths
and folktales from Negro populations in Africa and the New
World in which a relatively weak
creature succeeds in at least
surviving in his competition with
the greater beasts. At times he
even wins, but he never really
loses. He is absurd, but he is
filled with life and he keeps struggling with his destiny. In West
Africa he is often called Legba
and is portrayed as a spider
or a rabbit or at times as a
little black man. He survives by
his wits and manages to live in
competition with his more powerful neighbors. He appears in
Brazil and as Papa Legba in

with the concrete day - by - day
struggles of the slaves themselves. Slave revolts themselves
were often related to what has
been called in several accounts
the "African cult meeting." We
have an overwhelming amount of
evidence of regular late night
or early morning "sings" and
religious meetings held either in
the slave quarters or in nearby
swamps or river banks.
But, above all, for the period
from the defeat of the rebellion
of Nat Turner's rebellion in 1831
to the Civil War, the African
cult and its related community
provided the basis for social life
of the slaves. In these thirty
years the Negro slaves retrenched, struggled to maintain a
coherent culture, infused human
dignity and human possibility into
the day - by - day life of the
slave, and above all built the Underground Railroad. The real
Uncle Tom of Harriet Beecher
Stowe's book was the leader of
the slaves on the plantation precisely because he was more courageous than all the other slaves
as well as wise in the ways of
protecting his people in their isoAlso, Negro spirituals
lation.

"Black People in Action, sponsored by the Association of
Black Students, will highlight Black History Week, this Sunday at 7:00 p m. in the S&R Bldg. The program will feature
the African Folk Ensemble, the Black Choreologia and the
Third World Players. The admission charge is $1.00 for students and $1.50 for the public. "Black People in Action is
the culmination of several days of A.B.S. activities.
The well known African Folk Ensemble has performed many
times at Oakland and around Michigan. The eight member
group has received much acclaim for their African arrangements which include among other things conga drums, temple
blocks, as well as singers and dancers.
The Black Choreologia, an eight member troupe, has been
described as a "collage of dance, music, poetry, drama and
song." It attempts to bring about a cultural awareness and
show the struggle for freedom by black people.
The Third World Players is a black theater group presenting
relevant messages by means of the stage. Members of this
group have worked with the Concept East Theatre company.
Other ABS sponsored Black History Week activities included
display and sales by Ahmid's African Imports and Vaughn's
Book Store and films on the black liberation movement. There
was also a Black Education Forum, a discussion between
black professors and a fashion show and display by Dickie's
Barber Shop. Tomorrow there will be portraits by Paulette
Childress all day in a Vandenberg seminar room.
Organizing Black History Week activities are Barbara Moore,
Hattie Stanley, co-ordinators and Stan Childress, cultural department chairman.

Haitian voo-doo. Elsewhere in
the Caribbean we have Anansi,
the spider trickster, who defeats
Lion, Tiger, and Snake in great
contests of wits.
Sometimes in the Caribbean he
becomes Br'er Rabbit, the form
En which he is known in North
America. In all cases we have a
creature whose life situation is
very much like that of slaves.
He survives, even occasionally
triumphs, over the more powerful beasts; and whatever he does,
he gains the sympathy of the nonpowerful everywhere. In fact, he
always seems to have a greater
share of the classic human virtues than the Great Beasts.
In myth and folklore the slave
not only acted out his desires,
he accomplished much more than
that. In his laughter and pleasure at the exploits of Legba,
Anansi, and Br'er Rabbit he created for himself, out of his own
being, that necessary self-confidence denied to him by so much
of his environment.
We get another example, a most
crucial one, of the relationship of
the slave community to the slave
struggle in the slave religion.
The religion of the slaves not
only provided a link with the
most modern of naturalistic and
humanistic philosophy, but also

were the legitimate and necessary manifestations of this
period. The slave personality was
kept whole by the conscious and
deep - seated realities of the
Afro - American culture as expressed in the day - by - day
and night - by - night life of
the slave quarters. While the
struggle was neither dramatic nor heroic in an epic way,
it was real and successful.
Through the instrumentality of
the African cult, a concrete expression of a philosophy most
adequate to the task at hand, the
Afro - American slave prepared
the ground and built the communtiy out of which could come the
struggles of the abolitionist movement. Abolitionism was dominated by Afro - Americans, not
by whites. Every abolitionist
newspaper depended upon the
support of Negro freedmen for
Its continuation. And these black
freedmen received their impetus
from the struggles of their brot he rs and sisters in slavery.
Rather than stemming from the
New England Brahmin conscience, abolitionism grew from,
and carried the necessity of black
liberation whatever the cost. And
in liberating the black community
abolitionism transformed Amer-

ican society; it took the lead in
creating a new America.

Although it will seem outrageous for those whothink of movements as primarily organizations, offices, finances, printing
presses and newspapers, writers
and petitions, the heart of abolitionism was the slave community
itself. The Underground Railroad, the efforts of the slaves
for their own liberation, and their
struggles' impact on Northern
whites and slave blacks -- thes
were the movement's indispensible core. In the South, it gave
the slaves the hope that enabled
them to engage in the daily struggles that won for them that amount
of breathing space which made
more than mere continued existence possible.

W'th the defeat of Nat Turner's
rebellion in 1831 the slaves turned more and more to building
their day - by - day resistance:
to the Underground Railroad, to
Individual acts of resistance, to
slave strikes. There were countless strikes among the slaves,
strikes that were often successful. A group of slaves would after some particular incident of
brutality on the part of master
or overseer take off for the
swamps where they would hide
out. After a period they would
send in a representative to arranged for a conference at which
there would be "collective bargaining." Sometimes they lost,
of course, and to lose meant to
be whipped and at times even
more severely punished. But nevertheless the strikes went on.
It was not that the religion of
the American slave was African.
Nor is it true that as much African influence can be directly
seen elsewhere in the New World.
What is important is that slaves
like other people took what they
knew and transformed it consciously or otherwise into what
they needed. Perhaps an example
is in order. In the many thousands of slave narratives and
autobiographies that I have read
one very small item appears
in several thousand of them.

The slave or ex-slave narrator tells the story of how
the slaves gained courage to continue to live and struggle in all
night prayer meetings. As these
meetings were prohibited and
participants were severly
punished the slave narrators tell
us that it was customary to take
and iron pot and turn it face
down on the floor of the slave
cabin. This we are told would
deaden the sound and thus protect
the slaves from being
caught. Obviously, the meaningof
the iron pot is symbolic for indeed no such pot could in fact
deaden the sound. What was it
symbolic of, this cross or star
of David? The answer becomes
quite apparent if we can net this
cluster of events with the fact
that throughout crucial areas in
West Africa from where most of
the slaves had come, one of the
most powerful spirit complexes
was that of the water spirits.
It was customary to go down to
the water or stream with an iron
pot, fill it with water, and take
it back to the house where it
would be turned over on the
earth floor, allowing the water
and the river spirits that it contained to enter into the ground
of the house and thus protect it.
The iron pot plays a significant
role throughout New World black
religions. It appears in Haitian
voo - doo; in the African cults
of Brazil, in Trinidadian Shang°,
among others.
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Women's Hours to End Soon

At the Feb. 5 meeting
of the Commission on
Student Life, Dean Dutton announced that Commission proposals on closed doors during open
house and the end of
Freshman women's hours
had been approved. The
closed door policy goes
into effect immediately,
the end of freshman hours
will take about 3 weeks
to 2 monthsto implement.
The reason for the delay is involved in the
need to notify parents of
the change and determine
what procedures must be
maintained to insure the
safety of the dorms.
T here is a possibility
that hours may not be
eliminated until the beginning of next semester.
The Commission also
began a study of the Univer sity committees on
which the student body
is represented. The

Reading/Study
If you haven't been over
to the Reading-Study Center since it moved to
Dodge Hall, then it's
worth the trip. The Reading-Study Center offers
courses for developing
study skills and reading
skills.
Improve your reading
Speed and comprehension!
Classes are small in order to provide individual
assistance. Students may
study or work independently.
Topics of instruction
In the six-week sessions
include speed reading,
vocabulary development,
comprehension, and study techniques.
T H E NEXT SESSION
BEGINS FEBRUARY 17,
1969. Register in Room
170, Dodge Hall, between
9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
The Reading Center
is
located in Room 121 Dodge
Hall. NO FEES!
Class Schedule:
M-W-F
Sec. 1 9:00-10:00
Sec. 2 10:00-11:00
Sec. 3 1:00-2:00
Sec. 4 2:00-3:00
T-Th
9:00-

Commission has been
charged by the Chancellor to determine a method
for selection of all these
student committee members. Also under consideration is the length of
term Commission members should serve. Present commission members serve until they graduate or resign.
*******************
A new open house policy has been approved for
MSU by Milton Dickerson,
vice president for stu-

dent affairs.
The policy would allow
each dorm, through the
governing council and
head advisor, to set it's
own open house hours and
regulations. The only limits are that open houses
on weekdays may not begin before 8 a.m. or last
later than 1 a.m.
The original proposal
for the change in policy
coming from the Men's
Halls Association, was
origin ally rejected by
Dickerson.

Black Center in Pontiac
The Pontiac Black

Al) S

Cultural Center has opened and
begun its community work. The center, under the direction of Albert Munson, is being used by the black community for organizing and action programs. Black history courses will begin within two weeks
and classes
in various skills will begin when materia
ls and personnel are available.
The purpose of the Center is to provide a focus
point which the black community can organize around.
With 10,000 blacks in Pontiac and no newspaper, radio
station or other mass media for blacks, the center can
serve as the channel articulating and taking effective
action on the needs of the black community.
The idea for the center came from members of the
black community. Oakland University donated $20,000
to the project. An expression of the self-help concept
of the Center is now located was completely refurnished by the black volunteers. In addition to Mr.
Munson, other stall members include Hank Brown.
assistant director, Catha Horn, Shaylor Johnson Lewis
and Henry Draper, staff aides.

131.A(.1( HISTORY
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'Last Lecture' by Pitts

Ken Webster

Last Monday afternoon in the Gold Room,
Prof. Jesse Pitts delivered the first in a series of "last lectures."
The series is based
on the idea that the
speaker is giving the lecture he would give if it
were his very last opportunity to speak. Dr.
Pitts topic was "the
Dilemma of the University Professor?"
He began by discussing
the outline of the university and several objections students raise to a
general liberal arts program. While not denying the importance of current and relevant topic
of social and political understanding, Pitts' maintained that languages and
Humanities are of equal
Importance in the university program.
Pitts then discussed
why the faculty generally
feels humanities and the
like are important. He
relied upon the total or
"whole" person conception which has been trad it 1 o n al in University
thought for the past 30 or

Bergman's 'Winter Light'
How do you reach a generation that questions and accuses? How do you bring out the doubts into daylight,
the problems into focus?
Increasingly, the film director, above all others, has
constantly raised these issues intelligently and provacatively in his work--Ingmar Bergman.
Certainly one of the great film directors of our time,
Bergman combines a brilliant visual and dramatic gift
With a deeply honest spirit of inquiry into the nature
and state of man and his God. His films stand not
only
as fascinating entertainment but also as thoughtful' essays on spiritual moral, and psychological progress.
'Winter Light," the next presentation in the Art
Film Series at St. John Fisher Chapel, sponsor
ed
by the Newman Student Association, is the second
In Bergman':; Ilog-y on faith. The film springs from
his
explicit desire to define man's relation to God--if He
exists.
A village pastor, empty of faith and desperately
Unloved, reveals his bitter failure to offer spiritual
.Consolation to his flock. The film sketched a world of
half empty churches but not entirely
without a hope
In God's universe.
"Winter Light" will be shown at St. John Fisher
hapel, Monday, Feb." at 8 p.m. Admission is 500
Afterward, for those • erested in sharing
their reactions t,) the film, Fi Gerald O'Bee will lead a
dis)ssinn.

40 years. Pitts commented on the faculty members who teach the "unwanted" courses and why
they teach. "It is this
Lyrical allusion (relating to "whole" Person)
which gives the instruct o r t he enthusiasm to
teach the course year
after year, again and
again."
Pitts critized campus
radicals for lack of realism which he feels exists.
He commented that such
radicals should be sure
of what they want before
they fight for it.
Commenting on the
University as a whole
Pitts said "the University can not, does not
dare enter the world of
politics."

f
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THE

OFF CAMPUS

Open Friday and Sturday Nights 11A
9:00 - 1:00
Closed Fri. & Sot. for Miss O.U. Pageant
Open Next Week
What is Addiss and Crofut?
Find out March 21.

IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING FINALS OF
MISS O.U. PAGEANT

CORONATION BALL
FEB. IS, 1969

OAKLAND CENTER

9:30 P.M.
Dr. David Mascitelli
will kick-off the second
in the last Lecture Series when he speaks on the
"The Irrelevance of
Art."
The lecture by Dr.
Masci telli will present
the point of view that
works of art (with emphasis on literary works)
are necessary and fortunately removed from
the immediate concerns
of everyday living, s zial problems and social reforms. The suggestion will be made that
art speaks to other aspects of man's existence
than to his efforts to
create a comfortable
life ar-i a just society;
and ti _ pressingly important than the aesthetic gl '8 of art, it is
n e v eriiieless important
to realize that works of
art fulfill separate and
basic needs in mankind
which should not be ignored or perverted in the
name of 'Relevance" or
for the immediate goals
of society.
This lecture will be
presented in the Oakland
Center Room at 3:15 p.m.
Wed, Feb. 19. It is sponsored by the Oakland Center Programming Board.

GOLD ROOM
$2.50 Per Couple
Black Tie Optional

MISS O.U. '69 AND HER COURT WI LL BE PRESENTED. MUSIC BY MUSIC MASTERS

BMW

BAVARIAN MOTOR WORK',

Experts call it the most spectacular
bargain of all imported cars.
Car and Driver Magazine says, "The
BMW 1600 is the best $2500 car
we've ever tested,and the BMW 2002
is most certainly the best $2850
sedan in the whole cotton-pikking
world!" Want to see why? Visit
your BMW dealer today..

$2,597
P0 E New York

PONTIAC SPORTS CAR
467 Auburn Ave Pontiac, Michigan
Phone 335-1511
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Dear Sirs:

LETTERS
Could it be that present
policy --makers have
shirked their responsibilities after once gaining
the limelight and recognition of an important student administrative post?
Why, the rash of resignations all at once? Could
it be that policy-makers
are afraid to confront a
problem such as refusing
to sponsor the Wednesday-night dances because
of the absurd idea that
keeping Blacks and
Whites separated means
no trouble? Why not con front this problem like
mature and logical people, instead of hiding behind "a thin veneer of
idealism?"
Could it be that activities fees have been mismanaged by a give-away
policy in which a profit
Incentive in sponsoring
activities has been left
out? Why not use the profit from one activity to
sponsor other activities?
In 1:124, way the total amount of activity increases
Why are
substantially.
some allocations meeting
closed to students?

Could it be that Wilson's Weekend was a
farce because the Student Administration did
not have the fore-sight
to see that the students
were begging for a bigname group? Why did we
have "DAVID, DELLA
ROSA AND BROOKS" in
a concert which only a
handful of people attended?
We urge you to vote at
the next student election
with a discerning eye toward people who will be
responsive to student demands. Oakland University should be made the
hub of activity for the
student with both academic and social interests.
The problem of mass exodux by dorm students
on the weekend and the
divorce of the commuter
student from the campus
after classes presents
only two of the basic problems begging for comprehensive attention. Why
not create activities
which will bring our small
campus into an even tighter knit group? In this respect our student government has again failed us.
Above all, vote and support a candidate who will
do the job. Take an inMartin Wolf
terest now, and reap the
gap added benefits in the semIt has been commented that in recent years, the
esters to come.
rably.
between Rock and Jazz has narrowed conside
jazz
d
followe
has
rock
that
This is true, in the sense
a more Respectfully submitted,
by abandoning traditional forms and striving for
Gary Holland
improvisational sound. Also, like jazz, it has incorp- David Shedlarz
its
into
violins
orated such instruments as flutes, and
they Members of Individuals
sound. Jazz, like rock, is derived from blues, so
this for Responsive Student
at
nce
differe
share certain common elements. The
artists Government
point is mostly a matter of technique. Jazz
ge
knowled
l
sationa
have a long background of improvi
ns
musicia
the
of
quality
the
,
general
In
and training.
groups
is far superior in a jazz group. Frequently rock
find
get freer and freer, until they are playing jazz, and
out that they do not do it nearly as well as jazz groups.
However, there have been certain exceptions to this.
Larry Coryell of the Free Spirits bridges the gap. MISS OU SELLS IT
Jeremy and the Satyrs are the most notable of the
groups to do so. They have managed to gain the resan extent
pect of both jazz and rock artists, to such
This weekend we will
with Jerthat Mingus came out of retirement to jam
a scene reminwitness
le
availab
are
Satyrs
the
and
Jeremy
of
emy. The core
another era in
of
,
iscent
release
Verve
the
on
in a slightly repackaged version
can history, one
Ameri
jazz
ng
featuri
Last,"
at
Here
is
Alubm
"Sandy's
which none of us is proud
pianist and vocalist Sandy Hurvitz, with Jeremy Steig,
We will watch and apof.
They
Satyrs.
the
of
Gomez,
Eddie
and
Don McDonald
as a group of woplaud
ly
strange
the
with
combine the rhythms of their own style
themselves
display
men
reslightly
is
g
phrasin
Her
Sandy.
of
beautiful voice
front of a
in
a
stage
on
which
in
manner
the
in
misicent of Billie Holliday,
of men to be judgshe treats her voice as an instrument. This is an un- group
this time we
usual album, which takes some listening to get used ed. Only
and eager
willing
have
efto. It must be listened to very closely, for its
g in
Posin
pants.
partici
But
.
subdued
and
subtle
but
ant,
fects are not flamboy
dees
of
costum
variety
lately
itis one of the few albums I have encountered
her
ment
compli
to
signed
makes
alone
This
own.
its
all
with a style and sound
es, each
attribut
l
physica
it interesting.
woman will do quarter
turns so the judges can
get a good look. Of course,
Eugene O'Neill's masterpiece, LONG DAY'S JOURNEY our inherent fear of being
INTO NIGHT,opened a five-week run at the Meadow Brook undemocratic requires
Theatre Thursday, Feb. 6th.
that she have a least a
This is the powerful drama whose subject is O'Neill's little talent, as well as
own family when he was a young man. It has been uni- being beautiful. That way,
versally acclaimed as one of his best plays and has been all the poor losers in the
performed all over the world.
audience can console
themselves by rationalizing that they don't have
any talent instead of admitting that they don't
have what it really takes.
And what it really takes
Mike Honey
Editor
is
being the best commoBlack
David
Co-Editor
dity on the market. Be. . Mark Bennett
Business Manager . .
cause that is what the
Rosalind Sachau
Ad Manager
Oakland University BeauBill
,
Close
Zawodni
,
Cathy
Artists
Oakland
University
Martha Allen
Layout Editor
Beauty Pageant is all
David Bernstein
Photo Editor
about and that is what
Fran Schwab
Copy Editor
the Miss America pagSteve Gaynor
Sports Editor
eant is all about.
Mike Hitchcock
News Editor
Women are raised in
Nancy Knight
Special Events
this society to believe
Ken Webster
Circulation
that getting married is
Typist . . .. Barbara Moore,Marilyn Smulyan
the most important thing
DutzWolf,
Ingo
Marty
Catton,
Dav,is
:
Writers
will do. Unfortunatthey
ma n n, Clarence Tyson, Joe Davidson,
ely not all men feel the
Stan Edwards, Cindy Grogan, Mary Mattis.
same and there aren't

To the Editor:
We, the students of
Oakland University, are
rapidly approaching the
time when we must face
the severity of the problem of electing officers
to student - administrative posts. In the past,
many representatives we
have elected have proved
ineficient, unres p on sive
and incapable of performing the duties and accepting the responsibilities
which these offices hold.
Because of the unresponsive student government,
the entire system rests
on the verge of complete
collapse. This is witnessed by the mere fact of
the surge of resignations
in recent weeks.
The general imcompetence in gathering student
opinion on campus has led
to the student body being
placed in a disadvantageous position in any confrontation with the administration. The student
government at present is
in no position to know the
opinions of the students
they represent.

Jazz-Rock Review

I understand that the Observer is, in principle, a
forum for important issues of the contemporary scene.
It is hard to comprehend why there has been hardly any
mention, if any, of the trial now proceeding in New
Orleans.
While SDS goes around screaming its bloody head
off about academic freedom, and the evils of the establishment, it fails to recognize one of the important
issues of the day. Just who did kill President Kennedy?
The Warren Commission triedits best to cover up the
evidence that showed that Kennedy was not killed by one
crazed killer with Communist leanings. It covered the
truth! The terrible thing about this white-wash is that
the country fell for it hook, line and Mannlicher-Carc ano.
sion,
If you too believe in the fables of the Commis
Exme.
for
things
few
a
do
to
you
ask
I would like to
doorplain to me a picture of Oswald standing in the
about a
way of the Book Depository just a matter of
laws
minute before the assassination. Tell me how the
y
Kenned
Dallas.
in
day
that
d
repeale
of Physics were
the
lurched backwards when the shot hit. Therefore
the
bullet must have come from the front, not from the
to
es
witness
-odd
back. Is it coincidence that twenty
off a
crime met unusual deaths? One drove his taxi
he
when
chop
a
karate
bridge another was killed by
a
in
killed
was
another
and
,
shower
the
of
came out
ia.
Californ
in
station
game of quick-draw in a police

I have none.
You may ask what new evidence I have.
anywhere.
picture
the
buy
can
You
e.
This is old evidenc
want to.
you
if
enough
You can find out the truth easily
part.
terrible
the
is
This
ed.
publish
It has all been
Nobody seems to give a damn.
heads
So, go ahead. It is very comfortable to keep your slit
might
just
dy
Somebo
out.
in the sand. Just watch
your throat, someday.
Sincerely yours,
David Rivlin

AWS elections are coming soon: March 26. Petitions
are now available in Dean Houtz office. To be qualified for office, candidate must be a woman student at
Oakland for at least one semester, have a 2.0 or higher
and have some previous organizational work. ONLY
WOMEN STUDENTS NEED APPLY.

EDITORIAL

A View of Miss ou

New Meadow Brook Play

ER
SERVitvAt
THE OBatemv
martemivAitgate actim eme

enough to go around anyway. So from the time
you are old enough to consciously bat your eyelashes, the competition
begins. You are forced
to regard yourself as an
object. All that counts
Is that you do the most
with what you naturally
came by to meet the demand of the market. I
don't think that it is an
exaggeration to say that
this permeates your
whole existence in this
society if you are a woman. You want to make
it up onto that platform
because it verifies your
goals, it is the reward
that society has promised you if you work hard
enough at it.
At this point someone
Is sure to sneer "sour
grapes" in my face. Because every girl who goes
that platform
out on
WANTS to and every girl
in the audience is supposed to wish that she
was doing the same(therfore there must be something wrong with me personally). I am not indicting women for participating in this activity, because this is what
they have been told they
should do and there aren't
that many alternatives.
There are not that many
areas where women in
this society can succeed
and this happens to be
an especially attractive
and tempting chance.
But to participate in
this type of spectacle is
to admit that you have

put yourself on the market, that you accept the
definition of yourself as
a commodity, to be judged as any other object.
It is reminiscent of the
slave sales in American
history, it smells of cattle auctions. We are just
a little too sophisticated
to actually inspect the
candidate's teeth or question whether she's a good
breeder.
Many students I have
talked to make remarks
about how out of place
the annual Beauty Pageant
is at Oakland, a school
which has none of the
other trimmings which
usually accompany it,
such as rah-rah, football, fraternities and
sororities. I would say
that it is even more remarkable that ANY university would sponsor
can
such an event. How
conwhich
an institution
cerns itself with freedom and intellectual
worth encourage the judging of one group of individuals by another
atpurely on physical
tributes. The whole speceliminated
tacle should be
from the history of Oak-s
Student
land University.
what
should not support the
of
is the epitome
As
subjugation of women. ate
particip
for those who
latest
you may be the newest
the
model, with
that
features, the best
you're
but
money can buy,
still selling it.
Marry Mattis
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Racism

Charges Serious
Ed. Note: The following letter, written by Robert
Stern, Arthuro Biblarz and Peter Bertocci of the OU
faculty, has to date been signed by 14 faculty members
and 118 students. The letter is still being circulated
and more signatures are being collected.
TO THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY:
The problem of inherent racism in American life has
emerged to plague us, faculty and students alike, on the
Oakland campus. We refer, of course, to the recent
incident involving faculty-student interaction and attitudes
in which the question of racism has been raised. We
should like at this time to express our views on several
facets of this complex and serious problem.
Firstly, we assume that the accusation against a faculty
member has not been made lightly by the Association
of Black Students. We assume that the latter body carefully weighed the seriousness of their charge prior to
making it to the appropriate authorities of the University. We are therefore disturbed by the fact that some
members of this community have reacted by assuming
the opposite, namely that the charges are unfounded on
an a priori basis by virtue of their source. We, however,
would like to assert the contrary, that when such charges are made, they ought to be investigated, and it ought
not be assumed that they are frivously made. We hasten
to avoid any implication here that we believe these
charges necessarily to be correct. We simply assert
that to fail to take such charges seriously carries
the danger of implying that racism is non-existent on
this campus.
Secondly, we share the misgivings of the ABS with respect to the composition of the investigation (fact finding)committee. In particular we feel that it would be
appropriate for there to be some representation of the
ABS on the committee, given that two members of the
accused faculty member's department have been selected
for it. We do not mean to imply that the committee as
now constituted will automatically render an unfair judgement as to the facts in this case, but rather that the
ABS, as a party to the case, ought to have representation on the committee, especially since its functions are
restricted to the fact-finding alone.
Thirdly, over and above the particulars of this case,
we feel that the problem of racism in general, and its
Potential for impairing the quality of University life,
ought to be reinvestigated. We are aware of, and applaud,
the University's attempts to increase the number of black
students and faculty on this campus. However, we believe
that there continue to exist problems of this nature which
have not yet been seriously examined. For example one
such problem is that of interaction between faculty and
students in general and white faculty and black students in
particular. We recognize from the start that in this soc-------aQty_ everyone is enculturated into racist attitudes, however, late'iit iire-y-thay come to be, and that these attitudes take overt behavioral form irrespective of our
consciousness of them. Given that racism affects us all
adversely, it is in our best interest to attack and overcome it in every possible way.
We would therefore like to suggest that the University community address itself to this problem through
increased dialogue involving all its segments, student
and faculty, black and white alike. This dialogue would
serve to increase self-awareness as the first step
towards self-correction in this regard. We are confident that such a step will begin the process of eradication of racism on this campus.

In last week's editorial,
you criticized the use of
racist statements to answer the charges of racism
brought against the University by the ABS. At
the same time, you used
a racial
argument to justify the charges of the
ABS. You said that Black
Students are the best
judges of racist behavior,
because of the way they
have been treated previously.
But you went
on to say that
the opinion
of the Black
students is
the only valid one
in this
case. If the ABS accuses
a
professor, or the administration of racism,
there should be no argument. They are guilty,
and there is no
need to go
through any formal procedure to prove it.
Because of their experiences with racism,
and the
extreme sensitivity this brings,
Black
students may impute
racist
motivations to
Who they think is anyone
standing
in the way
of their movement.
No doubt
Black students, and some
some

w h 1 te students too, on
reading this letter, would
think of me or call me a
racist. I would regret that
accusation, I don't believe
that I deserve it, but I
will have to leave that decision to the reader.
In the early `50's Joseph McCarthy tried to
blame all the troubles
of this country on the
communists.
His near
paranoid accusations
ruined many people, including himself in the end.

In Defense of ABS.
Sir:
I address you as sir
only because you made
such an address in your
response to ABS. According to your letter,
Mr. Nemo, you are assuming that the inquiry
into the act that took place
between a professor and
a student was based on a
racist accusation by the
professor. The context of
the note could be taken
one of two ways. The actual facts are being withheld because a fact-finding committee is in the
process of--what else-finding facts and the professor should not be put
on trial and convicted by
the newspaper. But since
I am aware of the facts
from first and secondhand sources, I can say
that the context of the
letter can be taken one of
two ways; either the professor was a racist or the
professor made a stupid
move. Based on the evidence available, I believe
that the professor was
stupid and lacked the
common sense to know
when to state his opinions and when not to.
Based on further evidence, i.e. your letter,
you lack the facts as well
as the common sense notion of when to open your
mouth and when not to
open your mouth. A person may possess academic ability enabling one
to attain a Ph.D. and not
have enough sense to recognize a stupid move
when one sees it.
Blinded by academic
facade, a particular pro-

fessor handed a slip of
paper to a student, who
happened to be black,
stating his response to
bibliography cards that
were passed out to all of
his students. This student was the only one
that received a note by
the professor. It is my
opinion that the note, and
the context of the note,
that was handed to the
student was a stupid
move, possibly racially
oriented, but for the most
part just plain stupid.
Such a move by the professor was indeed a
breech of faculty-student
relationships (the word
breech means to override
or impair the relationship of an unwritten contract so you will not have
to look it up, Mr. Nemo).
The argument above is
an attempt to refute your
line of reasoning as well
a your poor analogy with
the Elbin ger incident
which I think I can also
assume that you were
non-informed, emotional
and irrational about the
incident.

The point is, my friend,
that the "stupid" moves
of a professor can reflect imcompetence on the
part of that professor. It
is my opinion that .-JS
can act as a student organization that may bring
such incompetence to the
awareness of everyone.
If a radical religious
group raised the same
iissue would you say that
the issue was religious?
It is my opinion that ABS,
as an organization or interest group, can make
the administration and the
faculty aware of the techniques of their peers and
also make the student
body aware of the standards of the professors
on the campus, which is
often done through other
channels i.e. the Oakland
Undiapered. Therefore I
would submit to you and
others that ABS can act
in the interest of the student body as well as in
their own interest.
Jerry Hill
12089

THE SIZE IS SMALL
& HANDY
THE SOUND IS BIG
& DANDY

Ed. Note: It is unfortunate that both letters
printed in last week's
paper in response to the
statement of the Association of Black Students
were unsigned. It should
he pointed out that "Nihil
Nemo" is Latin for "no
name." The second letter was signed by its
author, Bruce Tonkin, but
the name was inadvertantly left off by our printer.

It would be tragic to see
the same thing happen to
the Black Power movement here at Oakland, or
anywhere else. Racism
is far from dead in this
country, but using it as a
scapegoat to cover all
problems, real or imagined, can only lead to
self-delusion.
Sincerely,
Leonard Scensny
17785

O.U.C.R. Commends Observer

A ROOMFULL OF SOUND,IN
A COMPACT RECORDER
And what a small price to pay for such big sound plus features that you'd never expect to find in a portable tape recorder! Operates on four flashlight batteries, or just plug it
into any wall outlet. Advanced solid-state circuitry, automatic tape lifter to protect precision-machined heads from
wear, tone control, remote start/stop switch on dynamic
lifetime microphone, built-in recharging circuit for optional
rechargeable battery pack — no wonder Sony's new 910
is one of the most popular lightweight portables ever made.
Only $69.50

SONY" SUPER

We, the Oakland University College Republicans, would
like to commend you and your staff. While we usually
disagree with the content of your editorials we find it
gratifying that there is something to disagree with.
The Observer always contains something controversial
and thus interesting. To those who would charge that
the paper does not adequately cover campus news we
would reply that there is a genuine lack of news worthy
of print on this campus.
We recognize the time and effort it takes to produce
The Observer and wish to express our appreciation to
those students who, in the face of constant criticism,
have continued to express themselves in the void created by the reign of apathy.

OPE ®

The. Tapewor

You never heard it so good.
AVAILABLE AT

The Editors:

Thank you,
O.U.C.R.

7

letters to the editor

Who Can Best Judge Racist Behavior?
Sirs:

PAGE

Wtv Curet
ELECTRONICS INC.

SALES and SERVICE
2203 S. TELEGRAPH ROAD
)ohnAc, MICHIGAN 411053
MIRACLE MILE SHOPPING CENTER

FE 8-9607
ONLY
$69.50
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State, .59-44
OU Swimmers Edge Wayne best
time. Wayne's divers
Friday night, the Oakswimmers beat
land
Wayne State 59-54. In the
Medley relay, the team of
Engelhart, Wadlonek, Allar, and Koehler swept to
a victory with a good
time of 3:56.4 Steve Yedlin set a new record in
the 1000 yd. freestyle,finishing second, while Jim
Miller grabbed a 3rd.
Oakland slammed the 200
yd. freestyle with Davies
1st and Mickelson 2nd.
Campbell took second in
the 50. In the Individual
Medley, Myers and Wilbert took second and

third. At this point Oakland was ahead 26-19. In
the 1 meter diving, Parker took first and Colton
3rd to increase the lead
32-22. Allar grabbed a
second in the 200 butterfly with Thomas almost
getting third. Campbell
took the 100 freestyle in
50.9. Bishop and Englehart got 2nd and 3rd in
the backstroke and Yedlin and Davies took 1st
and 3rd in the 500 yd.
freestyle.
The score:
Oakland 50, WSU38. Then
in the 200 breast stroke
Wayne's swimmers upset
Wilbert though he did his

upset Colton and Parker
to put Wayne in the lead,
54-52. The last relay saw
Mick elson, Engleh art,
Yedlin, and Campbell
swim away from Wayne
with a fine 3:24.4 to clinch
the meet. Tonite Oakland
meets Bowling Green at
Bowling Green.

Basketball

The OU varsity basketball team experienced a
wierd weekend as they
split the two games they
played.
Friday night sharp passing and good shooting
was present as OU toppled
DIT 90-59. Greg Ranney
hit 15 of his 21 points
Art Sabourin defeated Bob Clark 50-48 to win the
in the first half as OU
Oakland 14.1 pocket billiards tournament last weekend.
jumped to a 44-29 lead at
Art is currently employed by the housing department
the intermission. Everyat OU and has been playing pool for 12 years. Clark
one got in the game and
had defeated Rex Taylor, who finished third to move
twelve of the OU playInto the finals against Sabourin.
ers scored at least one
basket. The passing in
All men interested in playing intercollegiate golf
the game was sharp and
should attend a meeting with Coach John Scovil Monaccurate, the best ever
day, February
* 17, at 7 p.m. in the S & R Building.
seen at OU.
If the word was passing
OU's JV basketball team lost to Ferris JV 73-70
Friday it was passive Satafter holding an 11 - point lead in the second half.
urday against Ferris.
Brian Harbin hit for 17 points while Mike Clancy,
Ferris bombed the PionDaryl Iwankovitsch and Geoff Lin counted 14 each.
eer 97-82 thanks to the
Earlier in the year Ferris had topped OU 114-82. OU menace Jessee Manghams 34 points. The
The ABS and Southwest Commuters lead their resgame was never really
pective leagues in the IM basketball league with perfect
close except in the first
records. The league is just half over now.
few minutes as OU's John
Eley hit as well as ManFitz North defeated Fitz South 63-44 last Friday.
gham. -Eley finished with
Kenny Smith was high point man for the Apples in the
24 points.
Ferris hit
annual contest

Sport Shorts

:ttiftletticifttiftlettiettificificifietifirt

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE:
Gibson G-1 Folk Guitar.
Excellent condition. 6513952 before 5:00 p.m.
52 x 12 Marksuld two bedroom trailer, in good condition. Phone: 334-5070.
1964 Ford Galaxie, 289 cu.
in., P.S., Automatic, Good
condition, 338-8924.
MISCELLANEOUS:
Easter Vacation Ski Week
in Vail, Colorado, April
5-12, 1969. Cost $189/person includes: 1. Round
trip jet coach from Detroit to Denver. 2. Round
trip surface transportation from Denver to Vail.
3. Seven nights lodging
at VAIL Village Inn -- four
students per room. 4. Six
days skiing -- unlimited
use of all lifts. Surburban Travel Service, 6517762.
Girl will share upper flat
with girl 22 or under, no
deposit, near downtown
Rochester -- 651-7064.
Friends (Quaker) Meeting: 1269 Pierce, Birmingham. Contact Profs.

Basketball (cont.)
amazingly on their field
goals, even better than
Kalamazoo's 66% last
week. This accounts for
the high score by Ferris.
Tomorrow night OU
plays at Western Ontario
in London.

or Engeman.
Tucker
(Lunch served).
Carol, Happy Fourth Anniversary! All my love
always, Bob.
Happy 21st. Birthday
Chicken and Gwizzy. -Gross for Lunch Bunch.
1969 Toyota Corona 4
speed, AM-FM Radio,
W.W. $1900 Michael M.
Crupko, Ext. 2194.

eburcbto
UNIVERSITY
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Adams Rood
' 1 and 1/2 Milos.S. of Welton
Services 9:15 & 11:00 i.m.
Rides: 651-8516
AB1PING PRESENCE
LUTHERAN CHURCH
SERVICES:
8 8 10:30 Sunday Morning
7:30 Thursday Right
Transportation 6516550 or 651-65%

1550 W. Welton, Rochester

MEADOWBROOK CHURCH
Meeting at Meadow Brook

Elementary School, Castlebar & Munster Rds., N. of
Crooks Rd..., Biblical c1,.
Morning
dies - 9:45
Worship Service 11 Rev.
Bob Davis
For
Transportation, Call
338-3406
LOne of the reasons for our
existence is to serve the students and faculty of Oakland
University

OU WOMEN: DO YOU KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH
YOUR MAJOR?
Four gab sessions are scheduled with Mrs. Hope In
the Placement Office to help you discover what job
opportunities are available with your major and degree. All chats are in 201 Wilson Hall at 4:00 p.m.
Feb. 24 Humanities majors
Mar. 10 Education majors
Mar. 17 Social Science majors
Mar. 24 Hard Science and Business Ad. majors
If interested, leave name and phone number with
Miss Houtz at Ext. 2037 or Peggy Russell at 651-8407.

VI

i It's a refillable ballpoint quill
SORORITIES %CLUBS have your

FRATERNITIES

me imprinted

v1
JUNIOR ENTERPRISE CO
156 OLIVER ST., N. TONAWANDA, N.Y

NAME

PLEASE SEND ME

ADDRESS

14120

QUILLS

425c EA. PLUS IOC HANDLING CHG.
CITY

STATE

(EXTRA SAVINGS 5 QUII L PENS $1 00)

444*********44**44444444444***

